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Equity Working Group (EWG) Minutes 

 

The Equity Working Group of Community Board 2, Manhattan held a meeting on Tuesday, November 30, 
2020 @ 5:30pm via Video Conference. 
 

CB2 Board Members Present: Mar Fitzgerald (Co-Chair), Patricia Laraia (Co-Chair), Akeela Azcuy, Katy 
Bordonaro, Amy Brenna, Betty Kubovy-Weiss, Matt Metzger, Sandy Russo and Antony Wong  
Other CB2 Members Present: Susanna Aaron, Carter Booth, Robert Ely, Brian Pape, Lois Rakoff, Donna 
Rafferty, Frederica Sigel, Dr. Shirley Smith, and Susan Wittenberg 

Guests: Pete Davies, Dalene Lutz, Michael Wiggins 
 

Agenda 

1. Presentation of CB2 Committees Processes & Protocols (Part 2): The purpose, participants, laws 
and City policies that inform the work of each of our committees 

2. Discussion of CB2 Processes through an Equity Lens 
 

Introductions were made and meeting guidelines were discussed. Each committee on CB2 filled out an 
excel spreadsheet with questions about what is the mandate, purpose of their committee/whether or not 
they worked with a government agency.  How often they meet, how is an agenda determined and who 
writes their resolutions.  Other questions proposed were how does the committee meet the needs of their 
diverse community and how does this committee work to further social justice?   
 

Mar Fitzgerald and Patricia Laraia presented slides on the following committees: SLA 1 & 2, Traffic & 
Transportation, ReOpening Working Group and Social Services.  We gathered a lot of recommendations 
and are looking forward to implementing them within the Community Board. 
 

Robert Ely and Donna Rafferty, of SLA 1 & 2, gave a brief description of what their committee does followed 
by a discussion on how they could further meet the needs of our diverse communities. Updating the 
questionnaire, creating an info page on the CB 2 website, “a liquor license cheat sheet”, and including high 
frequency terms like: 500-foot rule and what does a 30-Day notice means. Bob highlighted that the 
committee notifies the community with Bob Gormley’s help, but sometimes that it’s not enough.  He 
concluded that he would solicit help from the EWG and in a year review if these measures helped improve 
transparency. 
 

We discussed Traffic & Transportation in its essence as an equity issue because we all deal with traffic and 
transportation.  Discussion followed that benches could meet the needs of the community as we have the 
14th Street busway in our area and the need of a bus clock.  The city bench program was discussed along 
with the need for better access to the subway systems. The use of language was discussed in relation to 
how we refer to older adults and people with disabilities.  
 

Akeela Azcuy suggested we put together a google document looking at identifying places in the community 
where we can have more assistance. 

https://www1.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pedestrians/citybench.shtml


 

Donna Rafferty, of the ReOpening Working Group, discussed that there's a lack of clear regulations and 
guidance around Open Streets and Restaurants in our community which makes it inequitable between 
storefront operators and restaurants. Further discussion ensued around service workers who travel into our 
community to work and how we might elevate those voices. 
 

Susanna Aaron, of Social Services Committee, said that her committee isn’t agency driven and could in 
essence talk about whatever. She described our district profile as mostly white with, with higher wealth and 
health outcomes, stated that 1% of residents receive SNAP benefits and that Chinatown has very different 
social needs than Greenwich Village and Soho. Discussion followed about food insecurity among families 
in our district, and SNAP recipients.  The women's shelter coming to our district on 11th street is an 
opportunity to bridge that divide with our community.  
 

Carter Booth raised the question about the huge loss of rent stabilized and affordable programs that we 
don’t have a clear picture of in our district and need to be investigated more to understand our neighborhood 
a little better.  In addition, there isn’t a clear picture of who handles homeless outreach in our district either. 
 

We concluded the meeting by inviting all to submit any other issues not discussed at 
hello@cb2manhattan.org, and to check the CB 2 website regularly for our next meeting in January 
2021.  The slide deck can be found below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


